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Fabulous Fingerprints ( I can be badge) Brownies 

Gathering Activity:    

Have the girls tell the other girls in their circle what they want to be when they grow up.  

Opening 

Do your regular opening and talk about fingerprint characteristics. 

Activity 1: 

Do a pencil transfer. Simply rub a pencil all over your finger and press onto a sheet of white paper. Hve 

girls compare their fingerprint s with each other and notice how each one is different. 

Craft: Fingerprint Pictures 

You’ll need:   paint, paper plates, paper, markers 

Place a small amount of paint on the paper plate and then paint a small section of the plate and have 

the girls place their finger on the painted section and then place on a clean sheet of paper. Once that is 

dry the girls will take the markers and make their fingerprints into animals, people, aliens..anything their 

imagination can do. 

You can also use inkpads if you have them, the ca be expensive though. 

Activity 2: 

In smaller groups ask the girls who would I be if I was my favorite character on T.V?  or Which animal 

would I be? Have girls act it out and see if the group can guess. A smaller group is better so you can get 

through everyone quicker and there isn’t as much waiting time. 

Game: Pantomime 

Use the list below and when you say the action the girls move around the room acting out the action 

until you yell stop. Then everyone freezes and does the next action you say.  
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Song:  If I were not a Brownie 

Chorus: 

If I were not a Brownie, something else I'd like to be (clap, clap!) 
If I were not a Brownie... 

Verses: 

Archer: 
An Archer I would be! 
Shoot the bow, the mighty mighty bow I said, 
Shoot, the bow, the mighty mighty bow! 

(Everyone sings chorus again) 

Birdwatcher: 
A Birdwatcher I would be! 
Hark! A lark! Flying through the park! (UGH!) 
Hark! A lark! Flying through the park! (UGH!) 

(Once the Birdwatcher part is done you then do the last 2 lines of archer. Then do the chorus again.) 

Farmer: 
A farmer I would be! 
Sow the seed, and fertilize the weeds! 
Sow the seed, and fertilize the weeds! 

(Once the Farmers part is done add the last 2 lines of birdwatcher and then archer. Sing chorus) 

Plumber: 
A plumber I would be! 
Plunge it, flush it, Look out below! 
Plunge it , flush it, look out below! 

(then do farmer, birdwatcher, archer then Chorus again)! 

Carpenter:  
A carpenter I'd be!  
Two by four, nail it to the floor! 
Two by four, nail it to the floor! 
 
(then add plumber, farmer, birdwatcher and archer) 
 

Closing: 
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Pantomime List 

Leaf falling from a 
tree 

Clown walking on 
a tightrope 

Leading an 
orchestra 

Playing on the 
monkey bars 
 

Making a pizza 

Opening an 
umbrella 

Competing in a 
beauty pageant 

Climbing a 
mountain 

Making pancakes Eating something 
sour 

Playing in the 
snow 

Building a 
campfire 

Swimming in the 
ocean 

Playing hockey Getting dressed 

A monkey  Row a canoe Eat an ice cream 
cone 

Drive a race car Put on makeup 

Raking leaves skiing Lifting weights Flying a kite Feeding a baby 

 


